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Ed wanted a threesome with another
woman, but his wife was having none of it.
Then one night, Becca walked in on her
husband masturbating to a video of two
women making out; at first she was furious
with him, but she realized that the film had
turned her on too. A dream of a long-ago
night of passion with a girlfriend, and she
thought that perhaps she wanted that
threesome as much as he did!18 years old
and straight from school. Becca and Moira
had gone on a month-long trip around
northern Europe. They were in Amsterdam,
slightly stoned and slightly drunk; at the
end of the evening, they went back to the
cheap hotel room they were sharing and
shared another joint. Both girls were
virgins, and they talked about that. Moira
said that she thought her tits were odd, and
Becca, intoxicated, asked how? Moira
pulled her top off.Becca could see that
Moiras were a different shape than her
own: hers were high and firm, like oranges,
while Moiras hung lower, pear-shaped. A
pair of pears. She took her own top off, and
they compared. Becca said, I think yours
are lovely. Just not like mine.Moira said, I
think yours are nicer. She paused for a
while. What are you like down there? I
dont know if mine looks right. I think that
if a boy saw it, hed run a mile.Becca shook
her head. I think that if a boy saw a girls
thing, he wouldnt run anywhere. Whatever
it looked like.Moira said, Can I see yours,
see if its the same?What do you think looks
wrong?A bit embarrassed, Moira said, Its
the, you know, the flap things. They seem a
bit long.Both girls were laughing a lot;
Becca said, I dont know if we should do
this! For a bit of Dutch courage, she
opened the mini-bar and found some gin;
refreshed, she said, Go on then, lets
compare.They both took off their jeans and
panties. Becca had a thick mat of hair
covering her pubis; Moiras was very fine.
Becca looked at her friends labia, then she
looked down at her own. She thought they
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looked the same. Yours look nice.Moira
reached out; her hand gently .....
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